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Available for the first time in full color, the up-to-date and authoritative pregnancy guide which
has distributed 1. And the language is inclusive, reflecting today's various family members
configurations such as for example single-parent families, blended family members produced by
second marriages, families with lgbt parents, and families formed by open adoption or
surrogacy. Being pregnant, Childbirth, and the Newborn provides the information and guidance
you should make educated decisions about having a safe and satisfying being pregnant, birth,
and postpartum period--decisions that reflect your requirements, priorities, and values.
specialists love it because it's based on the latest medical research and recommendations from
leading health organizations.Unlike pregnancy guides that can overwhelm and alarm by letting
you know up front all the things that can possibly go wrong, this book 1st describes normal,
healthy processes, their typical variations, and the usual care practices for monitoring them.
From sensible nutrition advice to realistic birth plans, from birth doulas when desired to
cesareans when needed, from reducing stress during pregnancy to caring for yourself as well as
your baby after birth, this being pregnant guide speaks to today's parents-to-be like no other.
Throughout, the demonstration is crystal-apparent, the tone is definitely reassuring, and the
tone of voice is empowering.5 million copies--by recognizing that "one size fits all" doesn't
connect with maternity careParents love this book because it puts them in control; Only then
does it cover feasible complications and the care practices and methods for resolving them.
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Amazing book - My go-to resource For my first pregnancy, I browse the Mayo Clinic Being
pregnant Book, What to Anticipate, The Husband-Coached Childbirth, which Penny Simkin book,
Pregnancy, Childbirth and the Newborn.. Throughout the book, there are quotations from moms
sharing their objectives and experiences - these voices put into perspective that there is no one
right way, a few different options that might work for me.Furthermore, there are also sections on
possible interventions like a c-section, different drug options, membrane stripping, etc. After
reading many Amazon evaluations, I bought this book and was very very happy in its approach
to preparing for and having a baby. I wanted to remain within a safe place that balanced
pursuing my body and practicing the best evidence-based medication. Since I result from a
family of physicians I was skeptical of going too far off the holistic deep-end. The reserve does a
great work of showing the range of options. I'd say this book will be especially good for any
female hoping to truly have a Normal childbirth.A potential con is if you're thinking about week
by week drawings of your small fetus and getting updates on what fruit or vegetable s/he is, then
you'll need to augment this book with the Mayo Clinic Being pregnant Book or join Baby Center's
week by week email. Penny Simkin's book covers general fetus development and what you can
get in each phase of your being pregnant but invests much more in the types of proactive
exercises you could be doing to get ready for the birthing procedure. Gleam section at the end
on how best to prepare for the newborn, breastfeed and additional areas of basic newborn
treatment.The book provides simple pictures to illustrate techniques. Admittedly, it really is just
a little biased toward natural delivery, but does include information on interventions. There were
so many different techniques however the book did an excellent job of suggesting brief routines
so that we could focus on a few techniques each night. It also will not read such as a goofy
"humorous" reserve where the author is wanting to funny atlanta divorce attorneys sentence.For
full disclosure, I approached this first pregnancy considering an all natural childbirth but open to
using medications if needed. It had been great to be exposed to these possibilities in early stages
so that I could make the correct decision and refer back to the publication as required.This book
is a great overview of pregnancy, childbirth, and the newborn - just as you would expect from the
title. I keep getting wrong versions of the publication that is listed for sale! We lucked out and
had a drug-free delivery - I really surprised myself! Yes Yes Very doula friendly and easy to
navigate for learning. Luckily for me, I had a normal, uncomplicated labor. Wish I would have
purchased this at begin of pregnancy. This publication rocks !! It is packed with information
regarding pregnancy, childbirth, and caring for your newborn (exactly as the title implies). I really
love how much detail this book switches into concerning the labor and delivery process. For
example, The reserve provides at least 3 sample birth plans ranging from moms who wanted and
epidural to mothers who wanted to give birth in a birthing center. It goes into great details about
coping methods etc through the labor process. That being said, if you are planning to get an
epidural or even know you will need a c-section, this book would be extremely informative
(mainly for a first time mom-although I'm not really saying the knowledge is super fundamental).
The book is filled with very detailed info. However, unlike some books that cover such specialized
info, it generally does not read like a boring textbook. It had been great "us" time too! I really like
that the authors managed to get very easy to read rather than boring but didn't make an effort
to be hilarious (which often ends up becoming annoying rather than funny).As far as the
Newborn section-We am finding it to be very useful and informative just mainly because the rest
of the book has been.. Even if it had gone differently, this reserve gave a synopsis of
interventions: why they could be recommended, what happens, and potential side effects. It had
been by far my favorite pregnancy book While I was expecting my first, I browse Penny Simkin's



Being pregnant, Childbirth, and the Newborn: The Complete Guide.! I bought it at first in Nook
format, but quickly determined I wanted the paper edition. The diagrams and charts didn't arrive
well in digital format.I highly recommend this book for folks that want to get a little more
information on you skill proactively as you're preparing for your childbirth. This book begins with
info on interviewing doctors, analyzing hospitals, and choosing a doula.The true value of the
book lies in the labor and delivery section.pcnguide.com/ to greatly help me with this
process.The sections on pregnancy and fetal advancement weren't as detailed as various other
books. I supplemented with reading from additional books and being pregnant aps on my
iphone. This book does not have a weekly overview of fetal adjustments, but instead features a
more of a synopsis of developments each trimester.. I published most of the handouts on
http://www. We started about 2 weeks before our deadline by spending 5-30 minutes each night
practicing a few of the recommended natural birthing administration techniques. Very
informational! this publication is you're looking to be a Doula like I am Most have this book is
you're looking to be a Doula want I am. Three Stars There are better books away there. Wrong
book! My favorite Pregnancy/Childbirth reserve. (And I had about 9 between your ones I bought
and ones that were given to me).Overall, I recommend this book particularly if you are
considering an all natural birth or if you want a different view than the typical hospital birthing
class. It had been a fantastic experience and this book really helped me prepare. This was in a
summary of books recommended by my medical center and I thought t was helpful. Very
informative. I used many of the strategies in this reserve to have the organic, in-hospital birth I
wanted.!! This is not the same book!! Five Stars Greatest pregnancy and delivery book I read. The
book is supportive of both drug-assisted and drug-free of charge deliveries. It was by far my
favorite pregnancy book. I wouldn't have purchased the exact version if any edition was okay!! I
need it for college and now I am at the deadline and likely to fail out because I don't have the
required text! AGAIN! This is the 2nd time now! This book was also very useful in writing my birth
plan and highlighted a few examples of plans (from mothers with different goals). . This
publication had the best balance of stats based on evidenced based medication but also true to
life anecdotal vignettes from mothers. If you just go with one Pregnancy/Childbirth book-this
may be the one I would spend money on. I published the chart of coping techniques featured in
this reserve, studied them, and included them in the papers I brought to the hospital. Great
resource for new parents Great resource! Much better than 'what to anticipate.. I found the
exercises and stretches useful.' A friend recommended I try this and I have found it very
beneficial. I was considering a natural birth when scanning this reserve, but I was also open to
intervention if I got in over my head. I'm reading this book for my doula certification.
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